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The current situation and markets are unprecedented and investment assets make large moves in hours
and minutes. Today's update is obviously gold. The gold correction is over. It is like 2008 some what -

but at high, high speed.
•

In 2008 crisis, the gold correction lasted 7 months, this time it is 7 days.

•

The Fed announced, unlimited QE = unlimited gold price

•

Gold has been up over $100 today, I cannot remember a single day move this large. It must be
a record

•

My next target in the $1700 to $1800 will soon be reached

•

CEF – need a new term – super

strong buy

Gold tested the $1700 recent high and after a $200 (1485 to 1698) up move in the past two days, a
pull back is likely.
Obviously my call yesterday on gold stock put options looks like a bad one. Myself, fortunately I only bought
one position, my other two were not filled.
I am still undecided with the gold stocks and I am not worried about missing out as they are still great
bargains, even if they jump 20% today. You can see on the HUI gold bugs index, the stocks are still
suffering. My concern, how much will they benefit short term if their mines are closed because of
Covid19. There is lots of time to buy, mean while we own the two highest quality positions, see below.
I want to see the HUI index break to new highs above February 24th and if it goes to 230 on the index then
we are on the way. My plan is to buy gold stocks, that have the most shut downs from Covid19 because we
know it is a short term set back.

Sandstorm
Entry Price $7.21

TSX:SSL

Recent Price - $7.33
Opinion – hold, buy below $8.00

The company addressed my same concerns the day we sold off the few gold stocks we were not stopped
out of. March 19th “ Due to the unknown long-term effects of the current global health pandemic,
Sandstorm has made the decision to withdraw the company's 2020 production guidance for the year.
Although Sandstorm has not received any direct notification of closures at any partner mine sites, the
company believes it is reasonable to expect that actions taken to reduce the spread of COVID-19 will
affect global mining production levels during 2020. “

A couple of you indicated that you bought the October $7 Call, just around 1.30 and on the US side the
June US$5 Call around $0.70 or farther out the Jan. 2021 $7 Call about the same price.
Depending where this goes today, I might suggest selling for some profits.

Sprott Physical Gold & Silver
Entry Price - C$18.10

TSX & NY: CEF
Recent Price - C$20.13
Opinion – buy on pull back

I checked the Sprott web site and yesterday CEF closed at US$13.75 while the net asset value is $14.06. It
is still trading at a discount but in the past it has traded with a premium at times. This will likely occur again. I
expect CEF will trade up to US$15.5 today.
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All forecasts and recommendations are based on opinion. Markets change direction with consensus beliefs,
which may change at any time and without notice. The author/publisher of this publication has taken every
precaution to provide the most accurate information possible. The information & data were obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but because the information & data source are beyond the author's control,
no representation or guarantee is made that it is complete or accurate. The reader accepts information on
the condition that errors or omissions shall not be made the basis for any claim, demand or cause for action.
Because of the ever-changing nature of information & statistics the author/publisher strongly encourages
the reader to communicate directly with the company and/or with their personal investment adviser to obtain
up to date information. Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. Any statements nonfactual in nature constitute only current opinions, which are subject to change. The author/publisher may or
may not have a position in the securities and/or options relating thereto, & may make purchases and/or
sales of these securities relating thereto from time to time in the open market or otherwise. Neither the
information, nor opinions expressed, shall be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell any stock, futures or
options contract mentioned herein. The author/publisher of this letter is not a qualified financial adviser & is
not acting as such in this publication.

